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EDI TOR I A L
I’

ve been doing this for almost a year now, and I still
don’t know how to start these
things. Weird.
Anyway, this is the Great
Canadian Toike. Here in the
engineering community we’ve
lately had an obsession with
hockey, flannels, poutine, Tim
Hortons, flannels, and all Canadian things in general. So it goes
without saying that I for one am
very excited for this issue.
We’ve got lots of excellent
content in this issue as well, including a paraphrasing of The
Bible in 1500 words, a U of T
songbook in response to McMaster University’s recent scandal, and of course lots of great
Canadian-themed articles as

well.
The centrespread this month
is a drinking game, so enjoy and
drink responsibly. Or don’t. Either way, don’t sue us.
Now unfortunately, this
month is also February, and
while it brings us reading week,
it also brings us more fucking
midterms. Yay.
On the bright side of that
however, it’s been frighteningly
cold outside and despite the frozen fingers and faces, it’s perfect weather for activities like
hockey, skiing, and goin out fer
a rip. I for one know I’ll enjoy
this month.
So throw on a flannel, greab
yourself a double-double from
Tim’s, sit back end enjoy the pa-
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per. It’s even free, so you don’t
gotta pay a loonie like you gotta
do for the Globe and Mail.
I gotta run. I’ve got a wicked
craving for some poutine.
John Sweeney
Editor-in-Chief 1T3-1T4
Oh, and don’t forget to wear
your toque.
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Editor-in-Chief
senior staff writer

onjour à tous, et bienvenue
au Toike canadien.
Avant de commencer, il me
fait plaisir à dire que ce Toike
ne contient pas de matériel à
propos du Saint-Valentin, car
quand t’es célibataire tu t’en
fous du Saint-fucking-Valentin,
et ici au Toike on comprend. On
s’en fout du Saint-Valentin aussi, car on est aussi célibataire et
seulement un peu aigri. Donc au
lieu de nous nous en rappeler
ce mois, on a décidé de nous
moquons de nous-mêmes, car
comme tout le monde le sait les
Canadiens haïssent eux-mêmes
plus qu’un castor haïs l’industrie
foresterie.
Ce février on prend un petit
moment pour nous moquons
de ceux qui ne parlent pas le
français, car il n’y a rien de plus

québécois que cet habitude-là.
On peut commencer avec Sweeney, qui m’a donné de la permission d’écrire en français mais
qui n’est pas capable de comprendre ce que j’ai écrit. Comme
résultat, je suis libre à écrire le
suivant : L’intellect de notre
cher John Sweeney est – et je
me force à être gentille – complètement médiocre. Hihihi. Le
bouffon.
Okay, avant de finir, c’est à
vous à faire le suivant : riez comme vous venez de lire l’éditorial
le plus drôle de votre vie, et puis
expliquez à vos amis unilingues
que cet éditorial contient le meilleur blague que vous n’avez jamais lu mais qu’elle ne traduit
pas en anglais. Je sais qu’il n’y
a pas une blague pour vrai, mais
voyons, coopérez un peu. Ça va
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être drôle, peut-être. Je ne
promets rien.
Vivent des blagues à propos
des anglophones!
Samantha Étés
Écrivaine super excellente à
laquelle Sweeney doit sa vie

m’appele?

This is what happens when
I smash my head into the
keyboard.

-Francois

ygyuhujyhhuyhuyhyuhyuytyyhyhhyu

...What?

Sincerely,

Dear David,
I don’t know why I’m still responding to
your letters....
Probably because you’re the only
person that sends me real letters.

Could you please let me
know who your model was for
last month’s Toiking page?
I’m asking for a friend.
-Stan
Dear Stan,
I was the model for last month’s Toiking
Page.

John
Dear Editor,
que

John
Dear Editor,
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John Sweeney

Dear Editor,
Didja git er done?
-Dale
Dear Dale,
Fuck yeah bud. Actually just kidding, I
don’t give a fuck.
John
Dear Editor

The Toike Oike is summoned each month by means of ritual sacrifice.
Following the ceremony in which our writers ingest copious amounts
of poison, The Toike Oike will appear and possess the writers, thus
inspiring our new content. Unfortuately, this ritual erases the
memories of all participants and impairs their motor functions, so we
ask the bartender to tell us all the ideas we came up with the next day.

WHAT HO?

Toike Oike is both a slang term and a derogatory term, originating from
Canada and used primarily by those imitating Canadians. It is not often
used by Canadians, but it is sometimes used as “typical” Canadian slang
by others. The term “Toike Oike” gained popularity from the comedic
skits by Rick Moranis and Dave Thomas (also known as Bob and Doug
McKenzie) in SCTV’s “The Great White North” segments.

DISCLAIMER
The radical, ultra Canadian opinions expressed in this newspaper
reflect those of the Engineering Society and the University of Toronto.
In fact, they even reflect the opinions of the writers and the engineering
community in general. NOT! If you happen to find any of the material
within these pages offensive, do not try to sue us, as we have a crack
team of racially diverse lawyers ready to bring tha pain and give out
mix tapes. Sucka MC’s ain’t shit.

Steins?
-Milan
Dear Milan,
Most definitely.
John

Send your own letters to the editor! Email toike@skule.ca with the subject “Dear Editor”.

The Toike Oike is a member of Canadian University Press

Vancouver Man Smokes Entire Douglas Fir
Local currently being treated at hospital for Cheetos dust inhalation
Jack Brittania
Toike Oike Grow-Operator

VANCOUVER, BC –
he air over Vancouver was
hazier than usual this week
after local man Algernon
Juniper was been charged with
smoking a thirty metre tall Douglas Fir tree while hiking through
the woods near his home. He is
now being held in hospital, where
he is being treated for second degree burns and Cheetos dust inhalation. Authorities allege that
Juniper cost the city $50,000
in disrupted business and snack
breaks.
Local police also warn that
this is only the latest example of
a disturbing trend that is causing
great damage to the city’s flora.
In recent months Vancouverites
have been coming home to empty
flower pots and barren gardens,
their plants having been picked
over by desperate addicts looking
for a fix. Many residents even had
to go without Christmas trees this
holiday season as all the lots were
picked bare. Meanwhile, more
and more private growops are being uncovered – some of them up
to four stories tall.
“A lot of kids start with grass
and don’t think it will go anywhere,” said one Nanaimo physician. “Then they’re hopped up
on weeds, brush, or even shrub-
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Pictured Above: Algernon Juniper, during the event.

beries, and next thing you know
they’re rustling through the
woods trying to score some of that
ten story herb.”
Nanaimo is among the cities threatened by the dank no
pressure system now emanating
from Vancouver. Environmentalists are saying that this one hit
won’t hurt anyone, though they
have reason for future concern.

British Columbia man Jacob Tyler managed to smoke two and
a half acres of pine trees singlehandedly, and this sort of activity
is expected to have severe environmental repercussions within
the next five years.
“To be blunt,” said a representative from the Ministry of Forestry, “it’s a growing concern. British
Columbia has a respected tradi-

tion of controlled blazes, but what
we’re looking at is a rough trip,
and we’re going to need a joint effort from industry and the public
to deal with it.”
Authorities from other provinces across Canada are pretty
sure that everyone in British Columbia is just stoned out of their
minds and should probably stop
smoking anything that burns.

Native Americans Hunt Last Surviving Ruffalo
Endangered actor struggles to escape from Apache threat
G. R. Beck
Toike Oike Aboriginal Relations Liaison

new york, ny –
omahawks and terror attempt to penetrate the
mind of Hollywood actor
Mark Ruffalo as just last week
he became the prime target of
an Apache tribe’s latest hunt.
Stemming from a legal typo in an
American law preserving native
hunting rights, Apache tribesmen
have eliminated all but one of the
Ruffalo lineage.
“There’s nothing we can do to
stop them,” reported California
police constable Adams, “in fact,
our officers aren’t even allowed
to warn Mark if they spot movement in the treeline or archers assembling on a nearby ridge. It’s all
very clearly specified in section 3
of the Federal Indigenous Hunting, Fishing, and Trapping Act of
1877.”
The Apache seem to be well
aware that “Deer, Elk, and Ruffalo” is simply an overlooked typo,
but the tribe has made it clear
that they have no intention of sitting down to amend the mistake.
Congresswoman Nancy Pelosi has

T

Pictured above: Mark Ruffalo.

attempted on many instances to
reach a compromise without success.
“I’ve tried to explain that if
they want to continue hunting
Ruffalo in the future, they must
first let some live and reproduce,”
said Pelosi. “I’ve also tried explaining that we’re not going to be
able to make more Avengers movies without Ruffalo around, but
they won’t budge.”
“The buffalo were strong and

plentiful before the whiteman
came. The whiteman nearly hunted them into extinction. My people can no longer hunt the mighty
buffalo as is our way, so this is
our retaliation” claimed Apache
Chief and hunt-leader Mangas
Eskinospas. “Also I just preferred
Edward Norton as Bruce Banner.
I know a lot of people said they
like Ruffalo better but I think
that’s just because The Avengers
was just better written and better

directed than the last The Hulk
movie. Besides, I think Norton
does more justice to the Bruce
Banner of the comics which is really what’s most important here.
Chief Ahiga Matunaagd of the
Navajo tribe, however, has refused to join the hunt, stating that
it is senselessly inhumane and
hypocritical. As a part of an official press release on behalf of the
Navajo tribe, Matunaagd clearly
stated, “The mighty Ruffalo is the
best thing to ever happen to the
live-action Hulk movies. It would
be a shame if we had to live without him. Norton was a great portrayal of the Bruce Banner of the
comics, don’t get me wrong I’ve
read them too, but Ruffalo really
brought something fresh to the
table that I think the fandom really enjoyed.”
Currently, Ruffalo resides in
an undisclosed location, attempting to flee the hunt without government aid as per legal mandate.
He was last seen fleeing the set of
Infinitely Polar Bear being flanked
by a band of spearmen, but hope
remains as no one yet as sighted
the “Hunt finished” smoke signal.
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Canadian Government Bans Eating Beaver
Excursions downtown to exotic eateries approach extinction

City Councillors Vote
to Remove Second “T”
in “Toronto”

Shelley B. Tagloff
Toike Oike Oral Performer

OWEN SOUND –
espite nation-wide protests,
the Canadian government
passed a bill January 21st
banning the consumption of beaver
in all provinces. The bill was passed
at the urging of Lieutenant Governor David C. Onley, whose work in
banning the consumption of swan
in Great Britain has left nobody but
the Royal Family with the right to
enjoy the deep-throated bird. The
Queen, who considers the skull of
the swan a delicacy, has gone on record saying that “giving head to my
family is made all the more special
by the fact that no one else is doing
it. Besides, I only do it once a year,
on Christmas.”
Despite the threat of arrest, Canadians are already finding ways
to illegally eat beaver. One Oshawa
diner was found to be serving beaver burgers and beaver tacos to
customers asking for a “box lunch.”
A self-professed group of “cunning
linguists” from Perth were caught
attempting to sweet-talk Detroit
border guards into importing beaver meat into Windsor. One of the
would-be smugglers admitted that
the plan was half-baked: “Everyone
knows that Canadian beaver tastes
much sweeter than American beaver, but I was getting desperate.

D

Canada’s laziest city will be
receiving a slight overhaul next
month when the name ‘Toronto’
will be officially changed to
‘Toronno.’
For years, Torontonians have
been known nationwide for being
lazy pretentious shits and simply
slurring the name of their own
hometown, completely forgetting
what should be the hardest
consonant in their city’s name.
Now, however, citizens no
longer have to worry, as their city
has now been renamed to match
the uselessness of it’s citizens.

Fears Resolved After
Justin Trudeau Found
to be Just Out For a Rip

I haven’t eaten beaver in a week
and it’s already causing discord in
my marriage. My wife loves it, and
I couldn’t bear not to see her satisfied.”
The bill is expected to take the
largest toll on members of the Canadian Loggers Union, who use
the native beaver for not only food

but also furnishings. The CLU has
already been confiscating beaver
pelts from its members to prevent
the weak-willed from making their
rugs into meals. “I won’t have my
workers tempted to munch carpet,”
one CLU representative said, “however I, too, will miss eating beaver.”
Toronto mayor Rob Ford

seemed unperturbed by the news,
saying, “I have more than enough
to eat at home”. This has prompted
Chief of Police Bill Blair to launch
an investigation into the possibility
of an illegal beaver farm in Ford’s
Etobicoke home. The investigation
is ongoing.

Scientists Discover that it’s Literally Too Cold to be
Sober in Winnipeg
Provincial government to issue mandatory 0.05 BAC minimum
David Savage
Toike Oike Mickey Chugger

WINNIPEG, MB –
team of scientists from the
University of Manitoba have
concluded in a recent study
that exposure to Winnipeg’s frigid
winter climate is extremely hazardous when sober.
The study examined the combined effects of sobriety and extreme cold on the human body,
with the original stated purpose of
“debunking the myth that it is too
cold to be sober in Winnipeg.” Unfortunately, the study had to be cut
short “for ethical reasons”, according to lead researcher Dr. Henry
Smith.
One of the subjects went into
shock and had to be placed into a
medically induced coma after being exposed to the harsh winter
climate for only ten minutes while
sober. Dr. Smith lamented that he
“tried to give him an emergency
Jäger shot, but it was too late.” The
study determined that it is so cold
in Winnipeg that after five minutes
of exposure, core body temperature
drops dangerously low and frostbite begins at the extremities after

News
Briefs

A

The Canadian political scene
was abuzz last Friday with the news
of the unexpected and, at the time,
unexplained disappearance of Liberal Party leader Justin Trudeau.
Trudeau was last seen prior to
his disappearance in the passenger
seat of pickup truck, with an unshaven man wearing a checkered
flannel shirt. Said Trudeau before
closing his door and driving away,
“Just out for a rip are ya, bud?” Onlookers claim that the unidentified
man then replied, “Aw, fuck yeah,
bud.” The two then drove away, not
to be seen for another three days.
In a press conference Trudeau
also admitted to engaging in physical violence during his disappearance, explaining that he “beat the
crap outta some hoser who said the
Sens were better n’ the Habs.”
Despite this setback, Trudeau’s
critics still admit he’s “still less of
an embarrassment than Harper.”

Yellowknife Man firmly
Believes Apocalypse
Happened in 2000

Pictured above: Winnipeg residents practicing safe drinking.

only ten minutes.
Alcohol acts as an anti-freeze
and blood thinner, which allows
for safer prolonged exposure by increasing blood circulation to the extremities, thus stopping the tissue
from freezing. The study concluded
that “by no means is it going to stop
you from freezing to death, but it’ll

at least allow you to walk to the bus
stop without having to amputate a
foot afterwards.”
The study’s stark findings have
led the Manitoba Health Board
to issue a recommendation that
all Winnipeg residents should not
walk outside in the cold without
a minimum blood alcohol level of

0.05. In an interview, board chairman Michael Donahue is confident
that the recommendation will be
easily implemented, since “…the
crushing depression caused by having to live in this frozen hellhole
already drives most Winnipeg residents to alcoholism anyway.”

Yellowknife man Joseph Simmons emerged from his underground emergency shelter
last Tuesday and was instantly
convinced that he was the only
survivor left in a post-apocalyptic
world.
Simmons entered his shelter in
1999 for fear of Y2K, and until
Tuesday had not left it for the
past 15 years. “They all called me
crazy,” he shouted to the sky upon
walking out into the -50° C temperatures Yellowknife has been
experiencing, “but look at who’s
alive now!”
Simmons’ need to venture out
into the world was caused by a
shortage in his food rations, forcing him to come to the surface to
stock up on cans of baked beans,
Tang, and other non-perishables.

Molson Brewery Taps Into Alberta’s Beer Sands

-fully paraphrased for your convienence-

Goat
Toike Oike Party Animal

CALGARY, AB –
n a public statement made
yesterday, Molson Brewery,
Inc. CEO Peter Swinburn
has confirmed that the company will follow through with
its planned tapping of the beer
sands of Northern Alberta.
The decision caused outrage
among the province’s environmentalists, who fear that irreversible damage will be done to
Alberta’s fragile ecosystem. “It’s
like, a travesty man,” said Todd
Pietersen, the head of the Alberta Environmental Stewardship Collective (AESC). “We’re
letting these totally bogus corporations destroy Mother Earth
with like, impunity, and I can’t
just like stand idly by and like
watch them do it.” Just last week
the AESC released an inflammatory YouTube video that quickly
went viral, exposing the dangers
on “bracking,” the mechanical
process by which the beer will be
extracted from the sands.
Despite the controversy,
Swinburn defended his company’s decision in yesterday’s
press conference, citing data
from several complex-looking
charts and graphs that show the
actual environmental effects of

OLD TESTAMENT

I

Once upon a time, God, being an omnipotent
entity with control over all matter and logic,
got bored and created the universe in 6 days
flat (world record). Everything was good, up
until God created humans and gave them
free thought and choice, and they just fucked
everything up. That’s basically the entire
bible right there, but feel free to read on.
“Don’t eat the apples,” said God. So Adam
and Eve ate the apples, God evicted them
from the utopian garden of Eden and women
were cursed with the pains of childbirth for
the rest of eternity because obviously this is
all their fault.

bracking to be “negligible, and
really not a big deal.” He also
mentioned that tapping into the
beer sands has the benefit of
reducing Canada’s reliance on
foreign beer imports. “We have
all this great beer right here in
our backyard,” said the CEO,
“so why should be have to pay
more for foreign beer? Does that
German and Belgian stuff really
taste any better than our own
brews?”
Due to sanctions placed on
several top-producing countries,
beer stocks have been closing at

an all-time high. However, investors speculate that the introduction of beer from the Alberta
Beer Sands will drive the stock’s
price down, which is great news
for broke frat boys, like Chip
Chipperson. “Bro, you tellin’
me I could buy two kegs for the
same money as one right now?
Dude, fuck the planet, that’s
awesome!”
Molson plans on breaking
ground for its first beer rig in
the spring.

Government Commissions Even Larger
Highway Loop to Avoid Winnipeg
Mike Literus
Toike Oike Kinder Surprise Smuggler

T

he Ministry of Transportation has confirmed plans to
expand the highway loop
which allows travelers to span the
country without going through
the city of Winnipeg. A ministry
spokesperson mentioned the new
plans at a press conference last
week. “Yes, finally, we’re able to
go ahead with this, and improve
our infrastructure for the benefit
of all Canadians. Well, except the

ones in Winnipeg. Sorry guys.”
Currently, the Trans-Canada
highway passes within fifty kilometers of Manitoba’s capital,
which has been called “really shitty and cold” by many travelers.
Those who have had to drive on
that section of the highway before
are rejoicing now, as government
officials have now declared the
proximity “overly detrimental to
the spirits of the road user”, and
are now putting plans in place to
begin construction on the new

highway section this summer.
Some information has been
circling about a special border
deal with the United States which
will allow the new stretch of the
Trans-Canada to pass just inside
Minnesota and North Dakota, allowing people to avoid Manitoba
entirely. The Ministry of Transportation has not confirmed this,
and the Manitoba government
has called the suggestion “ludicrous”, and “not funny at all”.

Local Teen Passes Away In Home Despite
Pleas For Help Via Facebook
Jordan Miles
Toike Oike Social Media-rologist

Toronto, ON ocal teen Sara Parkman,
or better known by her
Tumblr moniker “PrincessBieberXOXO,” passed away in the
comfort of her own home yesterday despite her pleas for help over
Facebook.
Sara was about to post a “hilarious” link from the famous content shithole aggregator Buzzfeed
when she accidentally took a bite
out of a cookie that had come in
contact with peanut butter unbe-
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THE HOLY BIBLE

knownst to Sara earlier that day.
As she went into anaphylactic
shock, the only thing she could
think to do was to post the link
with the caption “IM DYING”.
Only moments later, her Facebook friends responded with comments such as “LOL! Hilarious!”,
and “#truuu #2funny #dead”.
Upset by her friends’ flippancy, Sara followed up with comments including “IM LITERALLY
DYING GUYS”, “I CANT, I JUST
CANT”, and in her final breath,
she was able to type “OMG, IM
DEAD”.

“It’s really sad, but like, when
she said she was literally dying, I
didn’t think she was literally dying... you know?” her good friend
Brian told the press.
Toronto police and paramedics are to launch a co-piloted program next month to help youth
understand the dangers of using
misleading terminology to represent their reactions to online
content. This program was developed in response to deaths such
as these, of which there have been
seven in Ontario since the new
year.

Murder is invented by two brothers Cain
and Abel. Not really the best invention.
Humans try out a new invention, attempting
to reach heaven by building the tower of
Babel, but God creates dozens of unique
languages and nobody understands each
other anymore and they go back to their
first invention: murdering everyone. “Fuck
it,” said God, and like an essay that just
isn’t starting out well or C code with an
unfindable segfault, God decided to start over
and flood the whole Earth killing everyone
except Noah, his wife, and two of each
animal and plant on Earth (roughly 8.74
million pairs).
So, unable to make everyone into good
people, He decided to focus on one single
family: Abraham and Sarah. They lived in
Iraq and had 8 kids. “Leave your town and
take your family into the desert!” said God,
“I’ll give you a promised land in Canaan!”
Oh lol, they wandered the desert for so long
and suffered so much and never found a
home and although their faith never wavered
they all got killed by famine and fights
except Abraham’s great-grandson Joseph
who made it to Egypt and was quickly sold
into slavery for slander. The family’s bodies
were eventually buried in Canaan so God
technically kept his promise, but wow that
went badly.
Anyways, God kinda dozed off for a sec and
when he woke up he noticed the Egyptians
had enslaved Joseph’s entire lineage of
Chosen People, the Israelites. God quickly
used his admin powers to rain blood and
plague and frogs on the Egyptians and Moses
took everyone and parted the Red Sea and
the Israelites escaped. Depending on who
you ask, Moses totally cried out “YOU
SHALL NOT PASS!” before closing the gap
in the Red Sea onto the pursuing Egyptians.
God then immediately fell into old habits
and promised the Israelites a chosen land in
Canaan across a giant desert and naturally
most of them died trying to get there
BUT THIS TIME he also wrote the Ten
Commandments. Neat. Look them up on
your own time this is a plot summary I don’t
have space. After 40 years Moses and his
people actually make it to the promised land
of Canaan but God says, “Ok Moses you
can’t enter lol” because at some point during
the journey he didn’t extract water from a
rock in accordance with proper company
procedure no I’m serious here.
Joshua took command from Moses and
the Israelites entered Canaan using either
A) a blitzkrieg-style invasion, or B) a slow
infiltration. Depends on whether you prefer
the book of Joshua or Judges. Canaan, (now
called Israel) and its people were then ruled
by a series of God-appointed Judges, and
then by a series of Kings.
King Saul was a modest king, but eventually
succumbed to jealousy and depression.
King David was strong, brilliant, and won
the hearts of everyone, but eventually
succumbed to narcissism, adultery, and
murder. King Solomon built the beautiful
and famous Temple of Jerusalem and had an
awesome economy, but taxes were too high
and the people revolted and Isreal was split
in two: North and South.
Northern Israel was more prosperous, but
also more unstable. Eventually none of that
mattered because they were all killed by
Assyrians. Southern Israel survived, but all
its kings were corrupt and over time people
just stopped following rules and laws.
Southern Israel ALSO thought they were
invincible because they were God’s Chosen
People. Hah. They were all immediately
sacked by the Babylonians, everyone
was exiled to Babylon, and the Temple of
Jerusalem was destroyed. Maybe they should
have followed the laws?
45 years later, Cyrus, king of the Persian
Empire (which had taken over Israel),
decreed that every Israelite exiled to Babylon
was allowed back into Israel for free. Only
a few returned; society was in shambles,
everyone was demoralized, and the law was
still not respected. A second, more modest
Temple of Jerusalem was built. Ezra, a scribe,
realized the collapse of the city was probably
due to not following the law. Big fucking
surprise. So he set out to write and enforce

the Law, and society was eventually restored.
Everyone was still slaves under the Persians,
but everyone was moderately happy, which
for the Old Testament is a pretty decent
ending.
Now at the end of the Old Testament are a
few more books, like DVD bonus footage,
that don’t really fit into the history. The
book of Job is about a pious guy named
Job who gets all of his wealth and family
obliterated in about 40 seconds so God and
Satan can settle a bet on whether he will
remain faithful. God wins, Job gets his
family and stuff back.
Psalms has a bunch of hymns about Israel’s
struggle, hope, frustration, faith, and other
emotions that accompany God generally
making a lot of empty promises and mostly
just killing everyone. Proverbs is a collection
of wise sayings about seeking the “good life”
inside AND outside the law. Ecclesiastes is
about a king who’s done it all and seen it all,
and states that one should always obey God
because even kings are only men, and can
die. Song of Songs is filled with songs. Love
songs.

NEW TESTAMENT
So God’s got a new trump card: Jesus
Fucking Christ. The Romans and Jewish
hierarchy basically control and tax everyone,
so Mary gives virgin birth to Jesus in a hay
manger. Later, when Jesus is baptised, God
shouts down from heaven “THAT’S MA
BOY” and henceforth Jesus walks around
teaching people non-violence and to love
everyone, even enemies. He refers to himself
as the Son of Man, or Suffering Servant.
Although his points are good, he likes to
spice them up from time to time by curing
blindness, walking on water, creating food
from nothing, turning water into wine, and
basically just being a fantastic guy to have
at parties.
Too fantastic for parties, though. The
Romans worried about revolution, and
the Jewish hierarchy worried about being
overthrown, and that his parties were getting
out of hand, so when he finally came to
Jerusalem they decided to nail him to a cross.
Jesus saw his death as a new covenant with
humanity to absolve them of their sins and
secure the kingdom of heaven. Then he
died. His 12 apostles and best friends forever
(except that Judas asshole who betrayed
him) were pretty sad, but three days later
Jesus’s body disappeared from his tomb
and later he appeared to the apostles totally
resurrected. So they went out and, you know,
invented Christianity.
The rest of the New Testament is about
the spread of Christianity. 50 days later the
12 apostles were filled with the Holy Spirit
and spoke in tongues so all languages could
understand the word of God. Christians
quickly spread across the Roman empire
and were pretty systematically imprisoned,
murdered, stoned to death, etc. But not faster
than they could convert people!
Saul, a Christian-hunter, is hit by a beam of
light while riding a horse and is immediately
converted to Christianity. He changes his
name to Paul. He then proceeds to get the
highest score at converting Christians,
beating all of the Apostles and their high
scores, but his persecution and death doesn’t
rank nearly as well maybe like 2/10. He was
also the first one who opened up Christianity
to non-Jews.
Paul also writes a lot of letters defining rules
and codes within Christianity, but I’ve only
got about a paragraph left and you’re bored
so let’s move on to the exciting ending: the
apocalypse...
So Jesus shows up. He breaks the 4 of the
seals of the 7 scrolls, releasing the 4 horses of
the apocalypse. Before the other 3 are broken,
7 angels show up, blowing 7 horns which
each release a cruel judgement, wiping out
one third of the earth’s population. Satan, in
the form of a dragon, storms heaven with
fallen angels, but St. Michael smacks that
bitch down to earth with his spear. Satan
appears on earth in the form of a beast with
7 heads and 10 horns. His number is 666. Cue
Metallica. Some worship him.
The end draws near. All non-believers, the
antichrist, and the false prophet are thrown
into the lake of fire. 7 angels holding 7 bowls
pour them out one at a time, releasing 7
plagues. Believers ascend to heaven, chill for
1000 years, then God and everyone return to
earth and resurrect all the damned dead just
to re-kill them. New Earth is built, featuring
streets of gold, walls of jasper, gates of
pearl, and the river of life, which will flow
eternally from the throne of God. Everyone
is happy. The end.
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The Great Canadian Drinking Game
Rules:

Calmly determine who goes first and turn order.

Yu
Go kon:
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c
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Brit
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e
y
h
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r
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t
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g
e
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y
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e y ou
ou

In reverse turn order, choose your starting province/territory and perform the assigned
challenge. I know that’s confusing but trust us it’s fair. No two players may start on the same
space. Use unique coins or other markers to keep track of where you are.
Start. Each turn a player must move ONCE along an arrow to an adjacent province/territory
and perform the corresponding challenge. No skipping your turn.

Write your name on the provinces/territories you’ve visited to keep score. The first player to
visit every province and territory wins the game.

North
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time
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Saskatch
ewan:
Nothing
to do he
re.

THE CANADIAN TWIST:
If a player enters an already occupied province/territory, all players in that province/territory
(including the new player) must apologize to each other and finish their drinks immediately.
This happens before the challenge is performed.

Nunavut:
Ice floes! Take
a
drink and flip
a
coin. If heads, yo
u
land ashore an
d
may move no
rmally next turn.
If
tails, you must take
a second drink fo
r
warmth and repeat
this challenge next
turn as you ar
e
stranded at sea.

Manitoba:
Accents! While you
are here, if anyone
catches you not
finishing a sentence
with “eh?”, take
two drinks. Only
take one if you are
wearing flannel.

Play at your own risk, forfeit if you get overwhelmed, and just in general don’t hurt yourselves
because our lawyers are already overworked as it is.

Ontario:
Everything is your fault!
While you are here, everytime someone else has
to drink, take a drink.

Quebec:
Separate! Sit at
another table while
you are here and
take a drink every
time it’s someone
else’s turn out of
spite.

Newfoundland
Maritime pride! Take
a drink for every
person in Newfoundland, PEI, Nova
Scotia, and New
Brunswick

PEI:
Limited space! If multiple people are here
at the same time, drink
three extra penalty
drinks

New Brunswick:
Out for a rip! You
and everyone
drinking the same
brand of beer take
a drink.

Nova Scotia:
Beer buddies! Check to
see who’s in Newfoundland, they are now your
buddy. Each time they
drink, you drink, for
the rest of the game. If
there’s nobody there,
you’re off the hook. If
multiple people are,
they’re all your buddy.
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Smirnoff Ice Storm Hits Toronto
Kanye Lingis
Toike Oike Icing Expert

toronto, on –
undreds have been
struck with blackouts
following the furious
Smirnoff ice storm that struck
Toronto last month, which
initial estimates claim caused
dozens of dollars in damage.
The event, which was the
brainchild of Smirnoff marketing intern Gary, “did not go
nearly as well as planned,” according to the press package
Smirnoff released in response to
the day’s mishap.
The ‘Ice Storm”, as it is now
being called, reportedly started
at around 8pm on the Friday of
the event as hundreds of bottles

H

of Smirnoff Ice attached to small
parachutes floated down into
Toronto’s downtown core while
a disembodied voice shouted,
“YOU JUST GOT FUCKIN
ICED, BRO,” as Torontonians
unknowingle grabbed bottles of
the citrus flavoured beverage.
Unfortunately, as the promotion was not publicized in
advance, dozens of unprepared
citizens sustained minor head
wounds as the bottles collided
with their heads.
The rest of the night was a
nightmare for Smirnoff’s marketing department, as damage and drunkenness spread
throughout the city. Reported
damages include empty bottles
in garbage cans, overcrowded

subway cars, and quintupling
street hotdog sales.
The next morning several
calls were made to the Toronto police reporting hungover
neighbors passed out on their
front lawns.
Due to a large portion of TTC
staff being iced the previous
night, all streetcar service was
shut down the next day, to
Mayor Rob Ford’s delight.
Critics are calling the promotional event irresponsible and
ill-planned, while frat boys are
absolutely delighted with the
direction Smirnoff’s marketing
has taken.

Ask A Canadian
Jack Riley
Toike Oike Grow-Operator

Feeling confused. I went to the
bar with my girlfriend the other
night and ended up going home
alone after she found me talking to this other girl. She totally
freaked out!
-Phil
What, you’re mad cause you ended up goin’ home alone? Pissed
you ended up more clothed than
a bag of all-dressed chips? Shocker. Not surprised the way she reacted - that’s pretty much par for
the course. So just tell’ er you’re
fuckin’ sorry! Here’s a tip, try pullin’ off your hip waders for a moment and take the lady out for
some Nova Scotian lobster and
oka cheese. She’ll be so pleased,
she’ll be on about it for days,
you’ll think you’re the speaker’s
corner. Dig up all you’re Canadian
tire money and get the lady something half decent for her birthday.
That’ll be about her whole fuckin’
world right there. I bet she’ll even
try to pay your hydro bills next
month.
-Jack Riley
Yo mannn! I love your column.
Sick advice. K so I’m outta cash –
like real outta cash. Can you help
me out? All I need is a grand.
-Bruce
What you need is a Grand Caravan – Only one answer there - hop
in the truck and head out to Fort
Mac for a rig job, A-S-A-T! Yeah
sure, it’ll be cold a god damn bad,
and I bet they don’t even have bacon in that god damn shithole, but
before you know it, you’ll be living
in your own downtown bachelor,
planning your next trip to Cuba
over a glass of some white collar
screech. Heck, you’ll be dining on
fuckin’ president’s choice for the
rest of your life!
-Jack Riley
REPPIN THE T DOT!!!! Okay, a
couple weeks ago at work I accidentally poured my boss’ homo
milk into my coffee and finished
the whole carton! Ever since, he’s
totally been screwing me over
with all the late hours and I’m
scared I might get fired! Worst
part is, I’m really gunning for
that big promotion! What’s a
girl to do? I’m an engineer! They
didn’t train me for this social shit
in university!!! Advice???
-Doug
Best thing to do – and I always say
it to you city gals – is apologize!
Replace the damn homo milk with
3, damnit 4, cartons of the stuff,

and walk into work on Monday
with your best shirt and as many
timbits as you can carry. You’ll be
working out your differences over
a 2-4 by the week’s end. Bet you’ll
even get your first permotion before the snow melts. Next thing
you know you’ll be inventing the
world’s next solar-powered flashlight or god knows what else they
do in Toronto. And if he ever
starts feedin’ you the same old
bullshit after that, I say you start
cookin’ him some of those sweet
homemade fuckoffs to go - the
fuckin’ dink!
-Jack Riley

15 Facts About Canadian Wildlife
out in the woods are just other
humans attempting loon calls

Kate Middleton
Toike Oike Nature Expert

1. Caribou are actually just really
weak moose
2. Canadian geese leave terrible
tips when eating in restaurants,
and tend to complain loudly
about the food even when there’s
nothing wrong with it

8. It is unwise to stand a grizzly bear up on a date – trust me,
you’ll regret it

7. Wolves speak in really thick
Parisian accents and wear black
berets whenever people aren’t
around

9. Polar bears are super friendly,
but they just can’t grasp the fact
that you don’t hug with your
teeth

10. The Atlantic puffin has seen
your transcript and is deeply,
deeply unimpressed
11. The northern cardinal is
bright red because it bathes regularly in the blood of its enemies
12. Prairie rattlesnakes often
turn to working in mariachi
bands when in need of employment

3. Baby black bears love being
cuddled by wandering hikers

13. Porcupines all have a sick
flow, bro

4. There are twenty kinds of alligators native to Canada; they’re
all just really, really stealthy

14. Raccoons make great pets for
small children

5. Beavers are ridiculously talented DJs and are always ready
to drop a sick beat

15. Every red fox you have ever
seen judged you for you choice in
fashion

6. Most loons you hear while

I’m depressed man. Just lost my
job, crashed my car, heater’s
broke, and it’s February in Manitoba. What’s a guy to do? Help
me out!
-Jerry

Toronto Voted Least Canadian City Ever

Hey I get it, I’ve spent more than
my fair share a time out there and
let me tell you when you’re out in
Flin Flon, Manitoba - or whereverthefuck - in the dead of winter,
no one’s bobbin’ for apples. You
find yourself dreaming up Chinook winds, talking to your best
friend, who’s an empty mickey
you left out on the chesterfield,
and there’s barely heat enough to
keep your dog alive. There’s literally nothin’ out there – I mean
you’d be less lonely both blind
and deaf if there was a god damn
person around to fuckin’ drink
with. Nothing to see or touch for
hours, and shit, it’s flat. But hey,
look at the bright side, when your
dog runs away at least you can
watch him do that for a few hours.
-Jack Riley

toronto, on –
ccording to a poll conducted by Statistics Canada earlier this month,
Toronto has been voted the
least Canadian city of all time.
The Ontarian capital’s Canadosity values were calculated as
just under 1.3/10, scoring even
worse than Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Toronto is the first Canadian
city to ever score a value of less
than 5.6, beating out the previous record-holder, Québec City.
According to Statistics Canada, Toronto residents only say
“sorry” five times per day, an

I’ve tried every diet out there and
nothing seems to work! What
should I do???
-Alex
You think you’re going places
with your beaver tail and half a
coffee crisp diet? Get real. Here’s
a thought, cut back on the Swiss
Chalet sauce, trade your doubledouble in for a regular and quit
with those sixty-pounders of
booze on the nightly! Take your
housecoat off for the first time
this year, pass your popcan over
to Justin Bieber, head on over to
the gym and just give ‘er! Then
maybe in a year or two, your life
might start looking more like that
favourite much music video of
yours. Next stop is getting laid
for the first time in your life. Do
that ‘n looks like you got two birds
stoned at once.
-Jack Riley

David Savage
Toike Oike Hockey Expert

A

astounding 13 times less than
the average Canadian citizen residing outside the city. In January, there were a shocking seven
counts of a Torontonian not saying “sorry” at all for occurrences
that weren’t actually their fault
but any other Canadian would
have apologized for, anyway.
Additionally, Toronto had
another drop in Canadian-ness
when Aunt Jemima Maple Syrups stopped shipping their
products to Toronto due to
lack of sufficient sales. Unfortunately, poutine sales haven’t
been good due to the decrease
in amount of people that know
the taste of gravy. According to
some unknown statistics, 57%

percent of Toronto’s population
now prefer fries over poutine.
Around 2500 hockey-fanfamilies have moved to Montreal because Maple Leafs sucked
way too much. This - of course makes Toronto more vulnerable
to anti-Canadian culture such
as sunbathing, rodeo riding any
many other warm sunny day
hobbies. The CEO of Statistics
Canada stated in an interview
that “If the current trend follows in the next 7 years, Toronto
will become almost 100% nonCanadian.
Representatives of the federal government have even suggested that they are currently
working to trade Toronto for

Minnesota, thereby adopting
the most Canadian state and
increasing overall Canadosity
values by 30%. As of now there
have been no public updates on
the state of negotiations, however some officials are speculating
that the United States government may be asking for Vancouver in addition to Toronto in
exchange for Minnesota.
“They can have it, if you ask
me,” said Barrie resident James
MacPherson. “Did you know
people surf in Vancouver? Surf!
It’s warm enough there to go
surfing! That’s not Canadian at
all.” Vancouver currently boasts
a Canadosity score of 5.7, the
second lowest in the country.

Point-Counterpoint
Blenders are the Most Dangerous
Kitchen Appliance

VS

By: John Alastair Montgomery IV

Take a look at this list of kitchen appliances:
spoon, frying pan, coffee machine, blender,
toaster, fridge. Do any of them stick out to you as a
merciless machine of destruction and mutilation?
That’s right, the blender. The blender is easily
the most dangerous kitchen appliance out there,
but for some reason we continue to use it. For
example, if you see something delicious on your
spoon you can lick it off with no problem, but with
a blender if you try and lick the deliciousness,
your tongue will get chopped off. Want some cold
food? Stick your hand in the fridge and grab something. Stick your
hand in a blender and get your fingers chopped off. Countless studies
have shown that if you put your hand in a blender, you will almost
surely cause severe damage. If you are someone like me, then you value
fingers more than smoothies. If you are like me, then join me: Say no to
blenders. Say yes to fingers.

WERRRBRGBGEGFEGEBR!!!
By: A Blender

VVRRRR! VVVVVV VVVRRRR! WRRRR
WRRRWRR RRRBRBRBRBRBGGBGBG BGBGBRERERERRRR!!!!
KKKKKFFFFJ
FEBRBR
BRHRRHRHRHF
BGRHBGRGRNGHREUGHR. VVVVVVVVVRRR
RRRRRRRRRRRRR!!!!!
VRRRRVRRR? VVVVVVVVVVVVV VVVVVVRBRBBRFNERB EWBREBRNBNR BNEBRNEBRNENNN! KKKKKK.
KKKK.
KKKKKKBRRRRKKKK
KBRRRKKRRBBNB BRBRBRBRBGR GBBGBGBGVVVVV
VVVVBRBRBGBRBG
RBGRBGBRGBRGBRG!!!! QQKQKQKQKCK CKCKVVVVRRRWEW
WWWWWRRBRRBRB
RBGRBGERHERHEREB REBRERGBEBGEB!!!!! WERRRBRGBGEGFEGEBR WERRRBRGBGEGFEGEBR
WERRRBRGBGEGFEGEBR WERRRBRGBGEGFEGEBR!!!!!!!
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The Skule Songbook
In light of the recent scandal at McMaster University, the Toike Oike has decided to come clean and release the full
version of U of T Engineering’s songbook.
Disclaimer: We must warn: there is no good place to sing these. People will be offended. Proceed with caution.
The text that follows is regular sized for a reason. If you are willing to read it, you might just have as much fun as
we did writing it. Bitches.

The Culinary Chef
Who can take a cheese grater?
Who can take a cheese grater?
Put it on his arm
Put it on his arm
And rub it up and down until he has some parmesan
The Culinary Chef, O The Culinary chef cause he mixes it
with spice and makes the food taste good, the food taste
good.
More Verses
1.
Who can take a hammer?
Wave it overhead
Use it to knead dough so he can bake some bread
2.
Who can go to an abortion clinic?
Sneak around the back
And give a homeless man a pack of cracker jacks
3.
Who can go to an abortion clinic?
Fuck sneaking round the back
Walk right in the front door and give everybody snacks
4.
Who can take a puppy?
Grab it by the ears
And give it the best food that its had in years
5.
Who can take the pope?
Sit him on a pew
And give him a bowl of delicious beef stew
6.
Who can take a pregnant lady?
Lay her on a bed
And give her some breakfast so she can rest her head
7.
Who can take a chainsaw?
Cut a chick in half
And serve the legs and wings on a plate with fois du gras
8.
Who can go to a brothel?
Find a cheap whore
Give’r a hot meal so shes not hungry anymore
9.
Who can find a homeless man?
Take all his clothes
Give ‘em back washed with some freshly baked rolls
10.
Who can take a child?
About to turn 8
And bake him a delicious birthday cake!
11.
Who works at a kindergarden?
Rounds up all the kids
And gives ‘em chocolate milk in sippy cups with lids

The Peace Corps
I Used to work from Chicago, for the Peace Corps
I Used to work from Chicago, helping more and more
1.
A person came up to the Corps looking for a hoe
A hoe from the corps
A hoe they wanted, a plough, tractor, and grain they got!
Ohhhh, They’re not hungry any more!
2.
A person came up to the Corps looking to get ploughed
Ploughed by the corps
Ploughed they wanted, a brand new farm they got!
Ohhhh, They’re not hungry any more!
3.
A person came up to the Corps looking for cocks
Cocks from the corps!
Cocks they wanted, a dozen roosters and a new coop they
got!
Ohhhh, They’re not hungry any more!
4.
A person came up to the Corps looking for bitches
Bitches from the corps!
Bitches they wanted, the finest sheepdogs in town they
got!
Ohhhh, They’re not hungry any more!
5.
An man came into the corp looking for (someone’s)
mother
(someone’s) mother from the corp
Someone’s Mother they wanted. A home cooked meal he
got!
6.
A woman came into the corps looking to get filled up
filled up by the corps??!?!!
Filled up she wanted, A FULL TANK OF GAS SHE GOT
ooooohhhh, she can put the pedal to the floor
7.
A woman came into the corps looking for my natural log
A natural log from the corps
A natural log she wanted a bag of firewood she got
OOOOHH she’s not cold anymore
8.
A woman came up to the Corps looking for a foursome
A foursome from the corps
A foursome she wanted some fir siding she got!
OOOOHH she’s not cold anymore
9.
A woman came up to the Corps looking to get laid
Getting laid by the Corps?
Get laid she wanted, a soft bed to lie on she got!
Ooooh she’s not tired anymore!
10.
A person came up to the Corps looking to screw.
Screwing in the Corps?
Screwing they wanted, a brand new drill they got!
OOOOHH they’re not cold anymore
11. A person came up to the Corps looking for shit
Shit from the Corps?
Shit they wanted, bags and bags of fertilizer they got!
OOOOHH they’re not hungry anymore

Cuddles Make the World Go ‘Round
At my cuddle there will be no pillows to sleep on
Aww
They’ll all be in the pillow fort!
Yay
Cuddles make the world go ‘round, the world go ‘round,
the world go ‘round, cuddles make the world go ‘round,
so let’s all have a cuddle.
1.
At my cuddle my grandma will be there
Aww
Who else would bake the cookies?
Yay
2.
At my cuddle there will only be one bed
Aww
From wall to wall
Yay
3.
At my cuddle there will only be one teddy bear
Aww
For each person
Yay
4.
At my cuddle your mom will be there
Aww
Who else will tell us bedtime stories?
Yay
5.
At my cuddle there will only be one can of whipped cream
Aww
For every hot chocolate!
Yay
6.
At my cuddle there won’t be any cozy socks
Aww
We’ll all be cozy enough already!
Yay
7.
At my cuddle there will be a fire
Aww
How else would we roast the marshmallows?
Yay
8.
At my cuddle there will be cops
Aww
Who else will keep us safe?
Yay
9.
At my cuddle we’re all gonna die
Aww
Of laughter!
Yay
10.
At my cuddle there won’t be any puppies
Aww
Over four months old
Yay

Fuck Yeah,

Canada!
(sorry)

toikeoscopes, eh?

Aries

Taurus

Gemini

Cancer

Leo

Virgo

Usually you prefer to
approach events with a
practical
and
scientific
attitude, but you’ll find it
hard to explain how you
ended up with your hand
stuck in the toilet.

You are going to regret not
having an anti slip mat in
your washroom.

This month you should
attempt to widen your
horizons, though avoid
drunken stupors at Jamaican
places.

Scientists will begin to
search for a cure for YOU.
Asshole.

You’ll find that it’s true that
you have a better chance of
getting struck by lightning
than winning the lottery.

People don’t actually like
your new shoes. Quit lying
to yourself.

LIBRA

Scorpio

Sagittarius

Capricorn

Aquarius

PiSCES

Plastic surgery looks less
cool than the helmet you
should have been wearing.

Someone is literally going to
shit on your chest. Embrace
it.

Take a moment to reflect on
the last few weeks, and then
begin crying because, yes,
you have been masturbating
too much.

This month, make sure to
keep a washroom nearby.
Trust me on this.

Try to really enjoy your
birthday this month, it will
be your last.

Null. Segfault.

Want to join the Toike? Read this Black Box!
Get involved with your friendly neighbourhood Toike Oike! Anyone can join. It doesn’t matter what year, faculty, discipline, or college you’re a
part of; if you can read this then you’re good enough for us.
Are you fairly hilarious? Can you photoshop like a boss? Can you draw or sketch? Do you have an appreciation for humour? Do you have
writing experience and want to try your hand at humour writing? Do people think you’re funny but you’re far too modest to ever admit
that you’re a funny person? Do you have the mad English skills required to pick out our typos and grammar follies?
If you answered “yes” to ANY of the above questions, we could definitely use a person like you!

Head over to www.toike.skule.ca/join and get on the mailing list!
You’ll be automatically notified of any and all upcoming meeting dates, times, and locations.
Meetings are where we work on the Toike. They’re filled with great friends, good times, and tons of free shit like food and BEvERages.
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